GDPR Article 17 in SAP Environments

Qlik Gold Client™ for Data Protection
Comply with GDPR Article 17 – Right to Erasure in SAP Environments - with Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection (formerly Attunity Gold Client for Data Protection).

GDPR Questions
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) now governs the data privacy of all European Union citizens. While broad and thorough, implementation details are few and far between, making the rule open to interpretation. That’s why companies globally still have questions about compliance and their risk of exposure. They frequently ask “How does my company respond and implement right to erasure requests, especially when consumers’ data resides in production SAP systems?”

The Problem: Article 17 Compliance
GDPR Article 17 – the right to erasure (a.k.a. ‘the right to be forgotten’) – is one of the most challenging GDPR articles to follow because compliance isn’t simply achieved by deleting customers’ personally identifiable information (PII). Why? Because business and regulatory policies often also stipulate that your business retain customer data, and technical reasons, such as maintaining referential integrity, may also make simple deletion impossible.
**Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection**

Qlik Gold Client empowers businesses like yours running SAP to comply with GDPR Article 17. How? By identifying and masking customer, employee, vendor, and partner PII across any production SAP application – and in a fully auditable process. Unlike other solutions, our Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection allows your SAP core team to flexibly define erasure policy and deletion timeframes, reliably and permanently mask production data, and deliver auditable erasure reports to compliance officers and security professionals.

When you use our Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection solution, you reduce the time, effort, and cost for your team to implement GDPR Article 17 in SAP production systems. You increase business alignment between your compliance office and IT staff. And you reduce the risk of non-compliance while cutting your fine exposure. Streamline your compliance audit reporting process for production SAP systems while delivering a repeatable framework for policy adherence and erasure requests with our Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection solution.
Data Protection Features

Our Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection solution addresses the GDPR right to be forgotten rule with these powerful features:

- **Configurable, erasure-policy rules** – In our solution, you define the rules determining which records can be “deleted.” For example “all inactive accounts that are over three years old and in good standing.”

- **Custom data masking actions** – Our solution ships with an extensible library of actions defining how record field values are masked. You choose how. For example, replacing social security numbers with “XXX-XX-XXXX.”

- **PII exposure reporting** – Our Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection product features a report highlighting all your PII data that can be “marked for deletion.”

- **SAP change log protection** – Our solution also obfuscates PII data in the SAP change logs whenever a record is “marked for erasure.”

- **User-defined undo period** – In our solution, you set the time period after which data masking for erasure cannot be reversed.

- **Support for all SAP applications** – Our Qlik Gold Client for Data Protection solution supports virtually all of your SAP applications, including ERP, HR, CRM, SCM, SRM, GTS, and Business Suite on HANA.
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